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NOTE: A NEW ADDITION IS NOW AVAILABLE BENEATH THE TITLE, "TRAUMA LOOK AFTER
THE WORST CASE SCENARIO, 2ND EDITION. Also covered are useful exercises. When “period is
definitely of the essence” you need to be ready to respond." Trauma Look after the Worst Case Situation by
Gunner Morgan covers medical considerations for dealing with serious injury leading to heavy bleeding or
an open chest wound which are two leading causes of loss of life from trauma such as gunshot wounds,
knife wounds and blast injuries. This reserve is targeted for law enforcement officers, military staff,
correctional officers, detention officers, probation & parole officers, preppers among others who want to
know very well what medical gear to carry for treating the worst case situation. Topics covered include:
Types of crisis medical training, Tactical Combat Casualty Care applied to civilians, Individual First Aid Kit
(IFAK) considerations, IFAK components to add a tourniquet, upper body seal, pressure dressing,
hemostatic agent, nasopharyngeal airways, and gloves. If you are not prepared for the Worst Case Scenario
you are not prepared!
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 I am telling a few if buddies that is a must read. I have read lots of books on first aid/trauma care which is
one of the best non textbook books I have found. Yes you remain told to get medical assistance,but the more
advanced procedures you are seeking to learn are protected more in-depth. Not a medical textbook but still
worth buying. Get this Book in case you are Law Enforcement or a Prepper Trauma Care for the Worst Case
Situation is a wonderful book on what to carryin your medical package especially relating to severe bleeding
and open chestwounds. very valuable information which make you really consider issues. Minimum
information Minimal information, with a common sense approach. This reserve is really geared toward the
most severe case scenario. Also discussed are tactical factors ifyou are injured but still have an active threat
that wants to harm you. Thisrequires a different degree of response than state from an auto incident or
anatural disaster. The reserve also describes the mindset one would need to not only survive, but also to be
useful when lives could be lost. The publication is well-organized and full of useful and relevantinformation
when coping with very significant and life-threatening accidental injuries. Thisbook is concise and
incredibly relevant especially if you work in a dangerousprofession or society goes south!If you work in law
enforcement, the military, or you are a prepper after that this isa must have book in your reference library.
One Star Just what a waste of my cash, only links to Amazon products. Not very detailed, just outlined for
basic informational purposes. Valuable informaiton. The armed service has shown that rapid capability to
stop severe bleeding isabsolutely crucial and saves lives. Five Stars Great Seller Five Stars Nice reference.
Also great recommendations for advancing experience, schooling, and education. Many references to use for
further study. Many good start ing applications. this book would provide someone who doesn't have an EMS
background with a good deal if information without need to attend an EMS .. Differs from General first aid
and uses scenarios. As an operating EMT, this publication would provide a person who doesn't have an EMS
background with a good deal if information without need to attend an EMS program. By the end of the book
are some basic practical exercises thatyou can use.Outstanding publication! This book goes over items such
astourniquets, pressure dressing, chest seals, etc. Written for laypersons from a professional's point of view.
Its free thus maybe youe learn something for free Free, just hope we never need the information. Ideal for
1st responders and preparedness minded persons That is great information on techniques and equipment.. An
excellent first step This is a really good reference starter book. Great resource on trauma care Great resource
about trauma care. and the writer providesspecific product recommendations. Short and extremely focused
read.
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